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Abstract: Virtual Private Networks (VPN) enable usage of the public Internet infrastructure to build se-cure and reliable connections 

providing functionally of private corporate IT networks. Back in 90s VPN were created to mainly allow access to corporate resources for 

employees who work remotely and/or travel. Today, VPN can be used to gain access to geographically isolated and highly protected Internet 

resources like websites, interactive platforms and more. Such VPN are good for protecting Internet users' privacy and enhance their security 

especially when using public free Wi-Fi networks. Indeed, now VPN are used more and more and gain popularity for exactly those reasons - 

provide almost universal access and protect privacy of millions Internet users. This paper reviews building blocks and procedure to build 

our own VPN. This way power users are in full control of their privacy and security when using public Internet infrastructure while also gain 

access to otherwise restricted online resources. 
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1. Introduction 

There are many VPN providers which offer paid VPN service 

for Windows, macOS, iOS and Android devices. Using freely 

available resources like AWS Free Tier and Open-VPN private and 

personal VPN can be deployed, configured and used for even higher 

level of protection and control for user data and privacy. 

2. Deploying Virtual Machine in AWS Free Tier  

First step in creating private and personal VPN is to register in 

Amazon for AWS free tier (1). Registration is straightforward as 

shown in Figure 1: 

 

 

Fig. 1 Registering for AWS Free Tier 

 

Once registration process is completed next steps is to login in 

Amazon console and deploy Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud 

(EC2) virtual machine (Figure 2) using proper Amazon Machine 

Image (AMI) as show in (Figure 3): 

 

 

Fig. 2 Selecting Free-Tier EC2 instance 

 

 

Fig. 3 Selecting proper public AMI image 

 

3. OpenVPN Access Server Configuration 

Once the AMI image is deployed and started it is time to 

configure OpenVPN Server. This can be done with graphical user 

interface wizard using associated elastic public IP for the AWS free 

tier instance visiting https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/admin where 

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx is public elastic AWS IP of the server. The process 

is completed by choosing password and then OpenVPN is started 

and accessible using same elastic IP as show in Figure 4: 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 OpenVPN Access Server Admin Console 

 

Additional fine tuning can be done using SSH (ssh keypair is 

created for access in AWS console) by connecting to the elastic 

public IP over SSH protocol as shown in Figure 5: 
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Fig. 5 SSH connection to OpenVPN Access Server backend 

 

One of the most advanced SSH clients is MobaXterm client (3) 

which is also a free tool. Good SSH clients are also PuTTY (4) and 

mRemoteNG (5) and any default Linux native ssh client usually 

part of OpenSSH package (6). On Table 1 is provided comparison 

be-tween the respective SSH clients 

Table 1: Comparison of commonly used SSH clients 

N: SSH Client Pros Cons 

1 MobaXTerm 

Fast and reliable 

Many handy 
features 

Stored sessions 

Windows only 

Closed source 
Paid for non-

academic use 

2 PuTTY 

Fast and reliable 

Small footprint 

Stored sessions 

Windows only 

Closed source 

3 mRemoteNG 

Fast and reliable 

Open source 

Stored sessions 

Windows only 
 

4 OpenSSH 
Multiplatform 

Open source 

Command Line 
Interface (CLI) 

only 

 

Final step is to create new user in the VPN server and test with 

windows and Android clients. Creating user is done by using 

OpenVPN server GUI as shown in Figure 6: 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Creating new VPN user 

 

Windows OpenVPN client can be downloaded from OpenVPN 

website (2) and respec-tive mobile clients from Google PlayStore 

for Android (6) and Apple AppStore for iOS (7). Once those clients 

are installed and configured to access OpenVPN server instance in 

AWS cloud (by using public elastic IP) users can start their surfing 

in protected and secured environment as shown in Figure 7 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Android client connected to OpenVPN server in AWS 

cloud 

 

3. Conclusion 

By using freely available resources from Amazon cloud and 

OpenVPN community along with applications for major mobile 

platforms like iOS and Android in conjunction with couple of solid 

SSH clients provides means of quick, based on author's experience 

in matter of 1-2 hours, deployment, configuration and ready to use 

personal VPN server. This is is extremely helpful for access to 

otherwise protected and locked Internet resources. What is more 

such VPN help protecting user traffic from surveillance and keeping 

users privacy and blocking potential hackers hijacking public free 

Wi-Fi networks. 
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